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Hunter i core manual operation

Now I will show you how to manually run one station on your iCore ICore Hunter controller. So that doesn't affect your normal program. Let's just say there's only one area, it's really dry, and you wanted to run now. That's how you do that, we'll go two to the left where it says manual operation. You have three options here – the middle one is manual station. Use the down arrow,
find that arrow next manual station, plus keys to select that. Then from here, I can use the right arrow or left and select the area, let's say we want to run Area 5. Note that the time is flashing. I was able to use the key more and less to add or subtract minutes. Let's say we want to run this area for 15 minutes, but again, this doesn't change any of their normal programs. This is just
for this regular one's time. Now they turn it on, turn back to the clock back to run and it's over. You also notice that this light station comes on letting you know that area is on. Now there are two ways to go about it from here. We could either leave the dial and run, and after the 15 minutes it will be back to the normal program. Or let's say after five minutes or seven minutes,
whatever you realize that it's got enough water and it doesn't need to end outside. So what you need to do if you want to turn this off, go to the system, wait for this to get done flashing. We also see that light came out. Then you know the area is off, and then it would just turn back to the running delay. This website or its third-party tool uses cookies, required in its functioning and
required to achieve the illustration goals of the cookie policy. If you want to know more or withdraw your consent to all or some of the cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling this page, clicking on a link or continuing to browse otherwise, you agree to the use of cookies. The ICC ICC is very much a professional grade product. The large controller
cabinet provides sufficient seats for electric wires. And the ICC is filled with essential features that demand landscape such as a detected rain bypass circuit bypass circuit, primary and high power protection, seasonal adjustment/budget water, simultaneous program operations, program pump/master circuit valve, program program program delays, sugar and soak, four
independent programs and four different choice days schedule and eight times start each, plus. ICC Brochure I-Core Wants It All? Gorgeous turf, advanced programming capabilities, and an intuitive interface? Meet the I-Core. Designed to require commercial and high-end residential applications, the full-featured I-Core controller is easy to use, easy to install, and easy to program.
The Hunter I-NWA controller is a full-featured monitor to request commercial and high-end residential applications. Versatility is What Makes I-Core One of the Hunter's make irrigation contleur. I-Core Brochure ACC needs a controller without compromise for the most demanding flower fields? Control the Commercial Hunter (ACC) package more value in a reasonable-priced
monitor than anything else on the market. With more simultaneous programs and pipes, automatic troubleshooting, monitoring real-time flows, built-in remote control, and standalone ET adjustment, the top-of-the-line ACC is ready for your larger project. The simple, intuitive controls will have you set up great systems with ease, and the advanced features stand guard after leaving
the property. With its ability to customize in the particular size required (from 3 to 15 stations) to meet the needs of a specific landscape there, the Pro-C makes it possible for a contractor to always have the right choice for the work. The Pro C also has the availability of three programs and multiple start times, one manual start and advanced schemes, and superior protection. Pro
C Brochure X-core isn't worried about something. The X-Core non-volatile memory holds the current program with the correct day and time of the event of a power outage. Three independent programs that have four times start each. Accommodates a wide range of water conditions. There are two options for season adjustment. This changes the water timeframe to allow for
changing need throughout the year (manually adjust 10–150). Maximize water flexibility by selecting day of the week, odd/even, or water intervals. Increased water savings with a temperature detector, scheduled by station. X-core Brochure X-core Manual PGV Valve isn't worried about something. The X-Core non-volatile memory holds the current program with the correct day and
time of the event of a power outage. Three independent programs that have four times start each. Accommodates a wide range of water conditions. There are two options for season adjustment. This changes the water timeframe to allow for changing need throughout the year (manually adjust 10–150). Maximize water flexibility by selecting day of the week, odd/even, or water
intervals. Increased water savings with a temperature detector, scheduled by station. PGV Valvs PGP Rotor sells the best residential and commercial rotor lights sets the standards for an entire industry. Why settle for the second best when you can have the spuge by which everything else is measured. It has the superior ability to deliver even water distribution from overflowing
precision engineering; this sprinkler is unequal for reliability, durability, versatility, and value. The PGP is Resilient silent, then disappears when the work is done. There's nothing to ears or distract the eyes from your pawn. PGP Rotor Brochure Homeowner's Rotor Brochure Pro Spray Residential or Commercial? 30 PSI or 40 PSI? High efficiency or high performance? There's a
Pro-Spray for that. Now expand to three hard-working options, the Pro-Spray line offers everything you need for total customizations for any challenge site. Need corner accuracy? Go for Pro-Spray fixed Arc arc lips. Require angle and curve? Select the Pro Adjustable Mouth. Conservation - Customer leader? The Rotator MP is your answer. All models boast heavy-duty ABS
construction, including an extra-thick body and caps. Pro Spray Brochure ICR and the ICR have no need to walk back and forth in the controller to perform manual water operations when performing maintenance or repair work on your irrigation system. Also, winterization can be done quickly and easily with one worker instead of two. The ICR has a signal strong enough to go
through clogging such as buildings, walls, or trees and interacting with a monitor for a half mile or more. It is compatible with all Hunter contrleur. ICR Brochure ICR Manual Roam Remote Transmitter A ROAM Made of Solid ABS. It features a large LCD and simple push button operation. Don't let its size fool you - while it's small enough to fit into your shirt pocket, it has an open
field range of up to 1000 feet. Roam Remote Brochure Roam Remote SR This handy Props makes it possible for you to operate your system without having the market (and manually operated) controller. And, considering many homes have the controller located inside the garage, using the SR, you can access your system without disrupting the pull up this large door and working
your way around cars that have packages and stored items. SRR Remote Brochure SR Manual Rain Detector All the time driven by these homes with spurts running while the raining? When you get out of town, could it be raining? Ever goes to work, and it rains and you know your spurts are running? DON'T LET THIS HAPPEN TO YOU. Only the Rain-Clik products, with their
unique Quick Response feature, allow a closed irrigation system immediately when it starts raining. No wireless, wireless flows up your house. Rain click on Rain Brochure Brochure click Detected Manual Solar Video Sync view now I will show you how to manually run one station on your iCore controller. So that doesn't affect your normal program. Let's just say there's only one
area, it's really dry, and you wanted to run now. That's how you do that, we'll go two to the left where it says manual operation. You have three options here – the middle one is manual station. Use the down arrow, find that arrow next manual station, plus keys to select that. Then from here, I can use the right arrow or left and select area, let's say we want to run Area 5. Note that
the time is flashing. I was able to use the key more and less to add or subtract minutes. Let's say we want to run this area for 15 minutes, but again, this doesn't change any of their normal programs. This is just for this regular one's time. Now they turn it on, turn back to the clock back to run and it's over. You also notice that this light station comes on letting you know that area is
on. Now there are two ways to go about it from here. We could either leave the dial and run, and after the 15 minutes it will be back to the normal program. Or let's say after five minutes or seven minutes, whatever you realize that it's got enough water and it doesn't need to end outside. So what you need to do if you want to turn this off, go to the system, wait for this to get done
flashing. We also see that light came out. Then you know the area is off, and then it would just turn back to the running delay. This website or its third-party tool uses cookies, required in its functioning and required to achieve the illustration goals of the cookie policy. If you want to know more or withdraw your consent to all or some of the cookies, please refer to the cookie policy.
By closing this banner, scrolling this page, clicking on a link or continuing to browse otherwise, you agree to the use of cookies. cookies.
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